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Abstract—The paper investigates radiation-induced switching
mechanisms, temperature effects, breakdown voltage, sensitive
volume and critical charge definitions for Spin-Transfer Torque
Magnetic Tunnel Junction. Thermal spike model is adopted to
estimate the temperature reached during heavy ion irradiation
and temperature effects are suggested to be responsible for the
magnetic properties degradation and for upset processes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radiation effects research on semiconductors has been
pursued since the 1960s, becoming an extremely vivid area
of research and development.
Breakthrough discoveries have occurred quite regularly, open-
ing new perspectives for applications. Concepts like Linear
Energy Transfer (LET), Critical Charge ( Qc) and Sensitive
Volume (SV) were defined to assess radiation effects on
memory devices that store data by injecting or removing
charge. Moreover, they were introduced at a time when the
channel length of a transistor was in the order of few microns.
While recognizing a long history of successful engineering
practice based on these concepts, they now do show their
limits for devices with nanometric dimensions and when the
data storage mechanism is not based on charge.
This is the case of the Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetic Tunnel
Junction (STT-MTJ), a magnetic storage device consisting of
several layers of metals, ferromagnetic-alloys and insulator,
with thicknesses varying from tens to fraction of nanome-
ters. This peculiarity makes the scenario even more intricate.
Indeed, the urgence of a careful evaluation of the materials
surrounding the sensitive volume has been claimed in [1] [2]
[3] since electronic and nuclear scattering in these regions
can eventually contribute to Single Event Upset count (SEU).
Additionally, the thermal effects induced by heavy ion energy
deposition have been largely ignored in the field of radiation
effects in electronics. Nevertheless, these effects will become
more significant in electronic structures when the characteristic
feature sizes will be reaching deeper into the nano-scale.
Some studies tried to explain a posteriori the effects on MTJ
irradiation sites by means of traditional LET cross-section plot
or by exploiting TEM microscopy [4] [5].
In this paper, new insights are proposed to bring clear un-
derstanding on the possible basic degradation mechanisms
that can trigger SEU in STT-MTJ, regardless of the radiation

source, building a bridge between radiation effects and spin-
tronic theory. By focusing on MTJ parameters such as specific
heat, density and capacitance, we propose a sensitive volume
definition for the MTJ that includes not only the MgO oxide
barrier and both CoFeB layers, but the entire MTJ. Concern-
ing the SEU triggering events in the CoFeB, two switching
mechanisms are considered: Spin-Transfer Torque and thermal
activation. For the first time, the temperature reached during
the radiation-induced thermal spike is investigated. Indeed, the
thermal stability of the material’s intrinsic magnetization at
temperatures below its Curie temperature is a key factor to
determine its resistance to radiation. Additionally, since the
dimensions of the MTJ are comparable to the distance between
two MTJs in the same metal layer (as small as 500-750 nm in
the most advanced nodes), recoil atoms from one magnetic
device could upset its neighbor. This investigation on the
fundamental mechanisms triggered in MTJ by irradiation are
accompanied by a quantitative simulation analysis. Tradcare,
a Geant 4 based simulations tool, was employed to this aim. A
sketch of the Tradcare simulation flow is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the Tradcare flow

II. SINGLE EVENT EFFECTS ORIGINATES IN COFEB

A. Spin-Transfer Torque Switching

An STT-MRAM cell is composed by an MTJ consisting of
a pinned CoFeB ferromagnetic reference layer (RL) and a free
CoFeB ferromagnetic storage layer (FL) separated by a tunnel
insulating barrier. Below the RL is placed a synthetic antifer-
romagnetic layer (SAF) composed of [Co (0.50)/Pt (0.25]3
antiferromagnetically coupled through a thin Ru spacer (0.9)
to an other multilayer [Co (0.50)/Pt (0.25]6, where numbers in



parentheses stand for layer thickness, expressed in nanometers.
Fig. 2 (b) details the entire device stack. The SAF structure is
important both to minimize the dipolar field that acts from the
RL on the FL, by aligning them in the parallel configuration,
and to increase the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA).
This latter is the crucial effect responsible for the correct
spin switching dynamics and it originates at CoFeB/MgO-
MgO/CoFeB and Co/Pt-Pt/Co interfaces, as Fig. 2 (c) clarifies.
The final magnetic orientation has to be perpendicular to the
plane in contrast to the parallel one, typical of the first STT-
MTJ generation [6].
The MTJ is designed in such a way that the magnetization of
the storage layer ~M 2 has two equilibrium positions: parallel
or antiparallel to the RL magnetization ~M 1. The transfer
of spin is an interfacial effect, used to destabilize either
one of these positions by modifying the local magnetization
direction. Consequently, this transfer of spin tends to align
the magnetization ~M 2 along the direction of the spin current
polarization, hence parallel (antiparallel) to ~M 1 if the electron
flow from RL (FL) to FL (RL).
The resistance of the MTJ cell depends on this relative magne-
tization alignment: as a result of the Tunnel Magnetoresistance
(TMR) effect for ferromagnetic materials, RAP will always be
higher that RP and this latter represents the most favoured
configuration from the viewpoint of energetic consideration.
The hysteresis loop of the FL is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a), where
a field (coercive field, Hc) instead of a current is used, in
equivalent way , to switch from bit “1” to bit “0”. It is worth
to emphasize that the curve is symmetrical and the offset field
is 0 thanks to the SAF compensation effect.

Fig. 2. Hysteresis loop of the Free Layer: Hc represent the coercive field,
Ns the number of spin polarized electrons (a). Typical double-interface
CoFeB/MgO stack of a STT-MTJ (b). Simplified view of the three main
blocks which constitute the STT-MTJ.

As demonstrated in [7] the minimum charge needed to switch
the free ferromagnetic layer through an ordinary spin-torque
mechanism is given by:

Qswitch > 2qN s (1)

where q is the elementary electron charge and, Ns, representing
the total number of spin, can be calculated as:

Ns =
MsV

µB
(2)

where Ms is the saturated Magnetization, V corresponds to
the FL Volume and µB is the Bohr magneton. The quantity of
charge obtained from Eq. 1 should be multiplied by 1.25 to
take into account the fact that the polarization of the electrons
tunneling through the MgO barrier is about 80% [8]. We
identified with this value the critical charge of the FL, as
defined traditionally, the minimum amount of charge needed
for an SEU occurrence triggered by STT mechanism.
For example, for an MTJ with a radius of 10 nm, we obtain
Ns = 4062 · 103 and thus a value of QcriticFL= 1, 627 pC.
According to Eq. 2, MTJ’s diameter scaling and FL thickness
decrease will both have a detrimental effect on the critical
charge as shown in Fig. 3. Hence, we can compare Qswitch

(needed to trigger an upset by STT mechanisms) with the
charge deposited in the FL by different ions at various energies
to see if it can be exceeded. Simulation is used to evaluate the
number of hits induced by 1 GeV Xe or Ba ions needed to
deposit an amount of charge equal to QcriticFL as highlighted in
Fig. 3. It is important to underline that, to trigger the requested
current injection, these hits should occur quasi-simultaneously
since the relaxation time of the excited carriers is in the order
of ps [9]. It therefore appears very unlikely that direct hits
induced by heavy ion could trigger an SEU. This is also
highlighted by the STT-MTJ switching probability distribution
obtained by electrical simulation and reported in Fig. 4: the
duration of the switching pulse is around 2 ns when the applied
voltage across the junction is 1 V. It follows that, even if
a shorter pulse could carry the same amount of charge, this
would result in a voltage drop higher than 1 V across the
MTJ, while the breakdown voltage of these devices is around
1.4 V. In other words, a smaller number of more energetic
strikes will cause directly the breakdown of the device instead
of triggering a spin-transfer torque effect.
In conclusion, it seems almost impossible to explain the post-
irradiation STT-MTJ switching, observed in previous studies
[10] [11], from the viewpoint of STT dynamics induced by
particle hits whatever the ion species chosen for the irradia-
tion. As a consequence, the critical charge is not a suitable
definition neither for switching nor for breakdown since the
pulse duration and voltage drop across the MTJ are decisive
parameters to be taken into account.

B. Thermal Switching

The energy released within the MTJ by a particle strike
could potentially thermally activate the switching of the mag-
netization. In order to estimate the heating process due to
heavy ion irradiation, different models were proposed in the
last decades [12]. Among them, the thermal spike model
[13] is the only one that works for all kinds of materials
including semiconductors and insulators [14] [15]. According
to this model, heat waves propagate from the heavy ion hit



Fig. 3. Free layer Critical charge by varying MTJ radius and FL thickness

Fig. 4. Switching probability distribution at 1 V for 10 nm radius STT- MTJ

point around the ion track in a radial way. The main idea
is to suppose that the energy deposited in the lattice can
be described by a transient thermal process acting in the
electronic and atomic subsystems. The temperature evolution
in the spike can be calculated by assuming that the initial
temperature distribution has the form of a δ function along
a linear ion track [16]. Thence, the temperature at a radial
distance r from the impact and at time t can be written in
cylindrical coordinates as:

T (r, t) =
F d

4πkt
exp(−Cr

2

4kt
) + T (t=0) (3)

where Fd is the fraction of deposited energy in the material
per unit length (electronic excitation and nuclear collisions),
K is the thermal conducivity, C is the heat capacity and T(t=0)

is the material’s temperature before the stike. Density (ρ) and
heat capacity (c) values for all the MTJ layers are listed in
Table I. For metals as well as for alloys specific heat capacities
were estimated based on the Dulong Petit law. Fd [KeV/nm]

TABLE I
VALUES OF DENSITY ρ, HEAT CAPACITY c, AND TOTAL THICKNESS t, OF

THE MTJ LAYERS MATERIALS

Material ρ[Kgm-3] c [J/(k Kg] t [nm]

Ta (β) 16327 144 178.3
Pt 21450 180 4.25
Co 8900 639 5
Ru 12370 239 1.6

CoFe 8658 446 2.7
MgO 3560 648 1.2

was computed from the LET profile obtained from Tradcare
simulations. Fig. 5 depicts the LET at 1 GeV for Xe and Ba
ions across the three MTJ’s layers: FL, insulator, RL. It is

Fig. 5. Electronic LET profile for Ba and Xe ions across the three MTJ’s
layes FL (FeCoB)-MgO-RL (feCoB).

obvious that the electronic stopping power affects the loca-
tion of the range distribution. Therefore, the thermal spike’s
strength depends on the ion type and on the material where
it originates. Fig. 6 shows the temperature distribution for
Xenon ion on FeCoB. Extremely high temperature (thousands
of kelvin) are reached during some fs to few ps at the strike
point. Then, the heat waves continue to propagate: as shown in
the inset of Fig. 6 from 1 ns to 2 ns a temperature of 370 K is
reached regardless of the distance (3 nm to 10 nm) from the hit
point. After 2 ns to 4 ns the temperature decrease rate is less
pronounced and an homogeneous value of 340 K stabilizes.
Simulation demonstrate that particle strikes on Si substrate
can thermally affect the MTJ. In addition, the thermal spike
propagates, thus the MTJ does not even need to be directly
hit to be reached by an undesired thermal spike. Indeed, if
we called maximum propagation range the radial distance at
which the temperature returns to around 300 K, we can observe
in Fig. 7 that this value is way higher than a few nm. A
strike originating in Silicon has a maximum propagation range
of 150 nm while the value of 200 nm is easily reached, for



Fig. 6. Thermal spikes in FeCoB FL induced by a Xe strike , Inset:
Temperature evolution in the window 1-4 ns.

example, in the case of a strike on a Platinum layer. However,

Fig. 7. Xe on Si and Pt: Thermal spikes at 30 nm from the hit point, Inset:
maximum propagation range in Si and Pl.

at a temperature T, the thermal switching probability of the
magnetization, after a time t, is fitted exactly by the Néel
Brown relaxation formula:

P (t) = 1 − exp(− t

τ0exp(− ∆E
KBT )

) (4)

where the exponential at the denominator is the mean time
needed to switch the MTJ’s FL orientation, according to
Arrhenius law: τ 0 is the attempt period (1 ns), and T is the
temperature reached during the strike. As plotted in Fig. 8
for one bit, in a range of temperature between 400 K and
550 K, the switching probabilities are less than 10-2. At higher
temperatures they exponentially rise from T = 619 K and a
corresponding Pswitch = 8% to T = 750 K with Pswitch = 50%.

Fig. 8. Free layer thermal switching probability distribution after a time t=
5 ns at different temperatures

III. TRANSIENT THERMAL EVENTS

A. Magnetic properties degradation

Regardless of how the MTJs experience the temperature
rise (direct hit or hit proximity), the magnetic properties
of the spintronic devices are dramatically affected by these
temperature spikes. These degradation effects are transient but
their ability to threaten the memory should not be underesti-
mated since they start to be triggered at temperature spikes
not very high above room temperature. For this reason, it
reasonable to expect that thermal induced stress, due to several
heating/cooling cycles, could have an important impact on the
functional STT-MTJ lifetime.
Indeed, according to Bloch’s low [17], the temperature depen-
dency of the saturation magnetization Ms and the anisotropy
Ku can be fitted as:

Ms(t) = Ms(0)[1 − (
T

T c
)3/2] (5)

Ku(t) = Ku(0)[(
Ms(t)

Ms(0)
)2.2] (6)

As noticeable in Fig. 9 b, perpendicular anisotropy is more
sensitive to temperature rise with respect to magnetization
(Fig. 9 a). However, among the STT-MTJ analysed parameters,
the coercive field is the most affected by temperature increase,
as our experimental data in Fig. 9 c demonstrate, in agreement
with the state of the art [18]. For example, a temperature of 340
K is already high enough to decrease the anisotropy by 17%
whereas at the same temperature the coercive field is reduced
by 38% from its initial value. Around 510 K the transient loss
of Ms and Kv is attested to be 50% of their initial value.

B. Thermal stability and Retention time of the stored infor-
mation

The energy barrier, ∆ E, which divides the two stable
opposite states (AP, P), depends in a complex way on both
Ms and Ku (and on the free layer volume) [19]. Nonetheless,



Fig. 9. Temperature variation of Magnetization (a), Anisotropy (b) and
Coercive field (c)

in macrospin regime (r<30 nm) the barrier height, could be
approximated, in a simplified way, as:

∆E = KuV (7)

where Kv is the anisotropy and V is the FL volume. Then,
recalling that KB is the Boltzman constant, we can define
an important parameter which represents the MTJ’s thermal
stability factor, as follows:

∆ =
∆E

KBT
(8)

It follows immediately that a temperature rise, combined with
the radius scaling, will drastically reduce the thermal stability
of the memory device, as the plots in Fig. 10 illustrate. The
stability of the stored information (i.e. the retention time) for
a duration Tr can be written as [20]:

∆E

KBT
> ln(

Tr

τ0
) (9)

This inequality sets the condition upon the minimum barrier
height needed for the stability of the storage layer against
thermal fluctuations at a given T. For example, for a 3 years
space mission, we obtain from Eq. 9: ΔE>39 KBT that is not

Fig. 10. Thermal stability factor and retention time impacted from scaling
and temperature rise

met for any temperature above 353 K. Luckily enough, the
temperature of the MTJ will not be constantly equal to the
one reached during the strike, but a criticity still remains since
MTJ scaling also has a deleterious impact on the thermal
stability factor as highlighted in Fig. 10. This could represent
an important limitation for missions where the average
temperature at device level is expected to be constantly
higher than 350 K. Indeed, this failure mechanism is related
to temperature, hence could be triggered even without any
particle strikes. Additionally, these considerations suggest that
the most scaled devices are not the most suitable for harsh
environment application. An interesting idea to overcome
this problem could be the recently presented Perpendicular
Shape Anisotropy (PSA) MRAM in which the dimension
(volume) of the free layer is drastically increased along the
vertical axis while keeping a scaled radius [21]. Another
promising option to enlarge ΔE is to increase the number of
MgO-ferromagnetic interfaces [22].

IV. PERMANENT THERMAL EFFECTS

A. HC degradation and the role of Synthetic Antiferromagnetic
layer

The narrowing of the hysteresis loop in perpendicular
anisotropy STT-MTJ as temperature rises was already experi-
mentally proven in [23]. In this work, a mismatch was found
among the theoretical prediction of the HC temperature degra-
dation rate in [24] and the obtained experimental data. For
this reason, it was concluded that the temperature sensitivity
of HC was in reality higher than the one predicted in [24]
due to stress or strain on the devices, caused by the patterning
and encapsulation. Here we want to take one step beyond, and
argue that, even after the cool down, some degradation in the
coercive field remain.
This was observed by measuring the hysteresis loop of some
STT-MTJ SPINTEC samples before and after a bake at 200°C:
the coercive field is reduced as plotted in Fig. 11 a. Since



the absolute value of the coercive field appears to be reduced
mainly from AP to P state transition, the thermal rise seemed
to induce an asymmetry of thermal stability between parallel
and antiparallel states, the first one being favored. Interestingly,
the simultaneous variation observed in offset field, Hoff (Fig. 11
b) allows us to argue that the first is a consequence of the sec-
ond: defects creation in the SAF results in an uncompensated
stray magnetic field from RL to FL that ends up favoring the
transition towards parallel state, i.e., a smaller absolute value
of the coercive field from AP to P reversal. These findings are
in agreement with [25] where it was proven, experimentally
and for the first time, not only that Hoff and Hc changes are
related, but also that a significant increase of the first induced
a reduction of the second and this correlation worsen with
scaling.
In conclusion, even if the temperature rise associated with a
single event lasts for a short time, the effects on the MTJ
stability could be permanent, most likely cumulative, due to a
complicated sinergy of recoils and electronic excitation such
as cascade collisions, thermal spikes, latent track formation
and displacement damage. As a result, an important role is
played by the different coefficient of thermal expansion inside
the MTJ (magnetovolume) and by the materials that surround
the MTJ and could exert a strain on it (magnetostriction). The
relation between thermal film stress/strain and magnetic prop-
erties in FeCoB is particularly strong since these alloys have a
high positive magnetostriction [26]. Additionally, experiments
found out that magnetovolume and magnetostriction result also
in a modification of Curie Temperature for the ferromagnetic
materials: an increase in case of lattice expansion and a
decrease in case of striction. In the case of swift heavy ions
irradiation, the thermal MTJ’s bottleneck could be most likely
represented by the SAF, the two Co/Pt multi-layers blocks
separated by the Ru spacer. There are at least two motivations
to this statement. The first one is related to its thickness and
density: according to our simulation, most of the energy will
be dissipated in this part of the MTJ. Our findings are in
accordance with [27] where after swift heavy ion irradiation,
the STT-MTJ most affected layer was the Co/Pt. Noticeably,
as shown previously (see Fig. 7), the radial distribution of
the heat propagation for the Pt is very wide. The second is
related to the key role of the Rutenium spacer that has to
ensure the antiferromagnetic coupling between the two CoPl
multilayers: a reduction in the effective thickness of the Ru
(0.9 nm) (due for example to thermal intermixing or diffusion
of Ta [28], or Fe in the SAF [29] ) will result in a loss
of the SAF magnetic moment and thus a destabilization of
the AP state. This possibility is corroborated by [28] where
it is demonstrated that over a fluence of 1014 ions/cm2 the
2 blocks become ferromagnetically coupled and behave as a
single thicker ferromagnetic layer. Accordingly, the loss of
perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy was documented in CoPt
multilayers over 1015 Ga+ ions/cm2 irradiation in [30] and in
[31]. In particular, the substitution of Ta, as the cap layer, with
W seems to be beneficial to avoid deleterious material inter
diffusion [32].

Fig. 11. Variation of coercive field and offset field post 200◦C annealing

B. Curie Temperature overtaking: Thermal Event Upset

Thermal switching and temperature effects appearing to be
a serious concern, one more important temperature-dependent
processes should be analysed, since it could lead to the loss
of the stored information.
Indeed, ferromagnetic materials preserve their magnetic prop-
erty only below the so-called Curie temperature, above which
they fall in a disordered magnetization state, becoming para-
magnetic. If this threshold is exceeded even for a very short
duration, the magnetization is completely destroyed and then
rebuilt during cooling time, in principle, in up or down state
with equal probability. In reality, since the parallel state is
favored from an energetic point of view, the final mutual
configuration of the FL and RL will always be parallel,
regardless of which ferromagnetic layer’s magnetization will
be rebuilt first. In other words, this is an asymmetrical upset
as the final state will always be logic value ”0’. Thence,
if the initial stored bit was ”1’ the probability of upset is
100%; on the contrary, if the initial stored bit is ”0’the bit
will be restored after a transient loss due to the paramagnetic
transition. However, the MTJ will be still operational after
cooling, but the information in the bit cell could be corrupted.
The Curie temperature, specific for each material, strongly
depends on the thickness of the considered layer: for a 1.5 nm
thick CoFeB layer it is 770 K [33]. This could explain the
sudden SEU occurrence always toward parallel state.
This upset is not directly related to the strike of the MTJ but



rather to the temperature reached even in the proximity of
the device, exceeding the material’s Curie’s temperature. We
propose to call this specific mechanism Thermal Event Upset
(TEU).

The notion of proximity becomes particularly delicate since
the device size is comparable to the distance between them.
This latter is attested to be as small as 500 nm in the
most advanced technology node. Fig. 12 shows the secondary
energetic recoil products range and energies. Even in the
presence of the typical SiO2 spacers that surround each MTJ,
simulation results seem to suggest that the most energetic
recoils could threaten the neighbour MTJ on the same metal
layer.

Fig. 12. Energy and longitudinal range of secondary particles produced by
Xe ion strikes in the MTJ.

C. MgO Tunnel Barrier

If the thermally driven processes triggered under irradiation
have a predominant role during ion strikes (in the limit of a
certain fluence), it seems reasonable to argue that degradation
of magnetic properties appear before degradation of electrical
properties. Reference [34] presents irradiation results
obtained in recent perpendicular STT-MTJ which corroborate
our thesis. The observation has been first attributed to the
modest penetration of the low energy ions in the device stack
but, it has also been observed after high energy (≥ 2 GeV)
ion irradiation [27]. For this last ion energy, the nuclear
energy loss (≤ 1 keV/nm) is negligible compared to the
electronic energy loss thence the inelastic collision dominates
the energy loss process. Along the incident ion path, there
is a state of intense electric excitation that, in principle,
can lead to the formation of a damaged region and the
electron-phonon coupling constant dominate how the thermal
energy diffuse over time according to the thermal spike model
(as detailed in Section II). However, highly ionizing particle
irradiation in insulator can, via a thermal spike phenomenon,
promote self-healing rather than defect production [35].
This could explain the observed robustness of the electric

properties with respect to the magnetic ones, even when ion
irradiation can induce the presence of few tracks observable
in cross-sectional TEM image in the insulating MgO layer
[27]. If the thermal spike is the dominant damaging process
the same hypotheses formulated for the degradation of the
magnetic properties explain the maintain of the electric ones.
This should be valid at low and moderate fluences when the
possibility to precisely hit the MTJ is intrinsically very low.
This will also explain why with increasing fluence the TMR
is finally corrupted: typically, numerous tracks creation occur
in the MgO creating defect-rich regions. At high fluence,
this degradation process dominates over self-healing. The
ion type chosen for the irradiation still plays a key role
since the difference in mass and thus nuclear and electric
stopping power in the material lead to important fluctuations,
as confirmed by simulation results summarized in Table II.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose new interpretations for some
traditional radiation-induced parameters, trying to translate
them in the Beyond-CMOS paradigm of spintronics.
We show that explaining the STT-MTJ bit flip associated to
particle hits with Spin-Transfer Torque switching mechanism
in CoFeB is almost impossible. Thermal effects were sug-
gested instead to be responsible of bit flip and MTJ magnetic
properties degradation. Thermal spike model was used to
estimate the temperature reached during irradiation and its
radial extension. This was possible using data such as MTJ
LET profile, deposited charge, and secondary ion production,
data provided by STT-MTJ model simulation in Tradcare
environment.
Thermal event upset (TEU) is a proposed new nomenclature
to describe an asymmetrical upset, always resulting in logic
state ’0”, that occurs each time the MTJ temperature exceeds
the Curie temperature. Thermal stability factor is the other
critical parameter, since strictly related to the required re-
tention time and dramatically affected by MTJ size scaling
and temperature rise. Moreover, thermally-induced switching
probability is estimated a serious concern since thermal spike
models suggests heat waves can propagate for hundreds of
nanometers. Therefore after an ion hit, the MTJ temperature
could be increased without being directly hit by the incident
ion. Even before the occurrence of a TEU, our results show
that the main magnetic MTJs properties can be affected even
at temperature. below Tc. These considerations lead to extend
the sensitive volume definition over the entire MTJ stack. Dur-
ing irradiation, magnetic properties degradation occurs before
electrical property degradation in agreement with the thermal
driven process: the temperature effect that could induce a self-
healing in the MgO, preserving its crystallinity and thus the
MTJ’s electrical properties is, on the other hand, deleterious
for the magnetic properties. In conclusion, this study highlights
the need of new STT-MTJ stack solution, specific for harsh
environment, to mitigate the deleterious impact of scaling on
STT-MTJ thermal stability. Additionally, as the FL CoFeB



TABLE II
NON IONIZING ENERGY LOSS (NIEL), DISPLACEMENT PER ATOMS AND

NUMBER OF ATOMS DISPLACED IN THE MGO TUNNEL BARRIER UNDER 1
GEV IRRADITION, 1012 IONS/CM2

NIEL [KeV/nm] DPA [10-4] Dispaced Atoms

Xe 3.58 3 56
Ba 4.29 3.6 68
Bi 12.8 11.7 221

thickness shrinks even more its Curie temperature decreases:
inducing a TEU thus becomes even easier and more probable.
Therefore, with device scaling multiple TEUs could occur
as technology gets denser and neighbour MTJ closer to one
another.
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